FOR AN EXPLANATION OF BASE BIDS, SEE SECTION 01030 OF THE
SPECIFICATIONS

PROPOSER: Myco Mechanical, Inc

Base Bid #1:
Lump Sum Offer: **Six hundred Seventeen Thousand** Dollars and **00** Cents
(Written)

$ 617,000                      . 00
(Figures)

Base Bid #2:
Lump Sum Offer: **Six hundred Seventeen Thousand** Dollars and **00** Cents
(Written)

$ 617,000                      . 00
(Figures)

Base Bid #3:
Lump Sum Offer: **Six hundred Seventeen Thousand** Dollars and **00** Cents
(Written)

$ 617,000                      . 00
(Figures)

Base Bid #4:
Lump Sum Offer: **Six hundred Seventeen Thousand** Dollars and **00** Cents
(Written)

$ 617,000                      . 00
(Figures)